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UltimaPro X2 CFast 2.0 memory card
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INTRODUCTION

ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS

Integral UltimaPro X2 CFast 2.0 memory cards are
ideal for the latest high performance DSLRs and video
cameras, allowing the user to capture high-quality
RAW images and 4K video and with the high transfer
speed; effectively improve workflow in production.

COMPLIANT STANDARD

FEATURES
• Integral CFast 2.0 cards have the performance for a new
generation of high performance DSLRs and video cameras featuring write speeds of up to 540MB/s (3600X) and datatransfer (read) speeds of up to 550MB/s.
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Min Operating Temperature -0°c
Max Operating Temperature +70°c
CompactFlash Association
HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

WEIGHT

PRODUCT

43mm

36mm

3.6mm

12g

PACKED

138mm

93mm

8mm

30g

CAPACITY

PART CODE

BARCODE (EAN)

32GB

INCFA32G-540/520

5055288436510

• Integral CFast 2.0 memory cards can keep up with the burstmode shooting of professional-grade. For cinematic-grade, we
suggest using a VPG-rated card.

64GB

INCFA64G-550/540

5055288436503

128GB

INCFA128G-550/540

5055288436497

• Capture the highest quality 4K video in DSLRs and camcorders.

256GB

INCFA256G-550/540

5055288442016

Read MB/s

Write MB/s

32GB

540 (3600X)

520 (3466X)

64GB

550 (3666X)

540 (3600X)

• S ave time when moving large image or video files from your
camera to your computer.
• Integral

CFast 2.0 cards have high reliability, low power
consumption and high shock resistance, all delivered in a small
form factor and SATA interface.
• C
 Fast 2.0 leverages the SATA-3 interface for higher performance
based on a computing industry storage interface and protocol.
• D
 EVSLP - Provides a low power sleep mode that helps preserve
battery life when the card is not in use.

PRODUCT TYPE
CFast 2.0

128GB

550 (3666X)

540 (3600X)

256GB

550 (3666X)

540 (3600X)

Please note:
1. CFast 2.0 memory cards should only be used in CFast 2.0 compatible devices
2. CFast 2.0 memory cards are NOT compatible with cameras and other devices that use CompactFlash memory
3. CFast 2.0 and CompactFlash cards may look similar but they have very different interfaces, pin
arrangements and should be treated as separate incompatible memory card formats.
Product design and specification subject to change or modification without notice. E&OE.

INTERFACE TYPE

All trademarks acknowledged.

7 + 17-Pin

For warranty information please visit www.integralmemory.com/warranty
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5 year warranty

